
ESO Insights provides a single 
reporting experience allowing you to 
explore, analyze, and build custom 
Dashboards. In ESO Insights, users can 
access their ESO Analytics reports in 
addition to a vast pre-built library of 
dashboard-style reports and includes 
options for customization and sharing. 
This allows for maximum oversight 
and e�ciency to create actionable 
data for both teams and individuals.

Made for:

EMS FIRE

HOSPITAL STATE

EMAIL AND SHARE DASHBOARDS

Because data is best when shared, we’ve made it easy 
to do. Schedule encrypted HIPAA compliant emails, 

and share dashboards within your organization in one 
convenient location. Set Dashboards to run by day, 

month, and time with the flexible Dashboard scheduler. 
Full-screen options are also easily accessible for 

meetings or presentations.

ACCESSIBLE USER 
INTERFACE

Organizations 
can make quick 
adjustments to 
configurable 

elements, add and 
configure data, and 
manage user access 
without relying on 
ESO Support to 

facilitate changes

PRE-BUILT 
CALCULATION LIBRARY

We have taken all of the 
KPI’s of ESO Analytics and 
built Dashboards that you 

can use right out of the 
box. You can easily add 

and remove filters to drill 
down to individual records 

or expand di�erent 
variables to obtain the 
information you want. 

MULTI-PANEL 
DASHBOARDS

Visualize your 
data from multiple 
perspectives using 

drag and drop  
Widgets on a single 
dashboard. Change  
or create data filters  
to slice and highlight  

to better analyze  
your data.

FAST, SCALABLE 
BACKEND

Whether you are 
working at 9 am or  
1 am, your data can  
be accessed quickly. 

No lag or endless 
upload times 

dependent on the 
number of active 
users. Your data,  
when you need it.

SELF-SERVICE REPORT DESIGNER

Create custom Dashboards with access to all  
collected data product fields. You decide what data  

you need and how you want to see it. With a full  
library of ESO curated Dashboards created by our 

team of subject matter experts you have the baseline 
you need to get started. You are in control of easy 

modification to get the data you need.

ESO INSIGHTS

Learn more about ESO Insights at eso.com or call us today at 866-766-9471.

https://www.eso.com


ESO INSIGHTS

WHY SaaS?

Software as a Service (SaaS) is a way of delivering a software product over the internet, eliminating the 
need for initial installation and downtime when updates and patches are deployed. SaaS products also do 
not require expensive hardware like servers and associated maintenance. 

Our SaaS technology is housed in a secure, SOC 2-compliant environment. Automatically deployed 
patches and data dictionary updates ensure programs are always using the most up-to-date software 
while experiencing minimal downtime. And data are stored securely in a virtual environment, eliminating 
the need for costly servers that require maintenance. The only thing needed to use the software is an 
HTML5-compliant browser and an internet connection.

USE ESO INSIGHTS FOR NEAR REAL-TIME REPORTING

With ESO Insights programs can easily 
compare performance with national risk-
adjusted benchmarks from TQIP, NTDB, 
NEMSIS, and other national or state-specific 
quality collaboratives and accrediting bodies.

Use ESO Insights to design reports and 
Dashboards, calculate custom metrics, and 
enabling program leaders to make near real-
time, data-informed adjustments to improve 
program performance and patient outcomes. 

Learn more about ESO Insights at eso.com or call us today at 866-766-9471.
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